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Class of reaction-diffusion systems
A singularly perturbed (ε small), multicompo-
nent, reaction-diffusion system takes the form

ϕt = D(ε)︸ ︷︷ ︸
diagonal

ϕyy + f(ϕ, ε), ϕ ∈ Rk.

Our model is given by
{
ut = D1uyy −H1(u, ε)− ε−1H2(u, v, ε)v,

vt = ε2D2vyy −G(u, v, ε)
, (1)

u ∈ Rm, v ∈ Rn, D1,2 diagonal.

Rescaling y = εx gives
{
ε2ut = D1uxx − ε2H1(u, ε)− εH2(u, v, ε)v

vt = D2vxx −G(u, v, ε)
. (2)

Motivation for studying this model:

• It includes the Gierer-Meinhardt equations;
• Although our stability analysis works for any

nonlinearityH1(u, ε)−ε−ηH2(u, v, ε)v, η ∈ [0, 1],
in the u-component of (1), the choice η 6= 1 ren-
ders only unstable periodic pulses.

Solutions under consideration
We consider stationary, spatially periodic, wave
train solutions γp,ε(x) to (2) that consist of:

• Fast excursions close to (u0, vh(x)), where vh(x)
is a pulse solution to D2vxx = G(u0, v,0);

• Slow excursions close to (us(y), 0), where us(y)
is a solution to D1uyy = H1(u,0).
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To construct γp,ε use geometric singular perturba-
tion theory with appropriate exchange lemmas.

Analysis of the spectrum
Step 1: formulate as eigenvalue problem
I Linearizing (1) around γp,ε in Cub(R,Rn+m) results

in a parabolic, periodic differential operator

Lε[ϕ] = D(ε)ϕyy + ∂f(γp,ε(y), ε)ϕ.

I A point λ is in the spectrum σ(Lε) iff there exists a
solution ϕ ∈ C2

ub(R,Cn+m)\{0} to the eigenvalue
problem Lε[ϕ] = λϕ.

I Write the problem Lε[ϕ] = λϕ as a first order ODE

ψx =

(
εA11,ε(x, λ) εA12,ε(x)
A21,ε(x) A22,ε(x, λ)

)
ψ. (EVP)

⇓
Step 2: define Evans function
I An Evans function is an analytic map that locates

the spectrum.
I By Floquet theory: (EVP) has a bounded solution iff

there exists γ ∈ S1 such that

Dε(λ, γ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Evans function

= det(Tε(0,−Lε, λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Evolution of (EVP)

−γTε(0, Lε, λ)) = 0.

⇓
Step 4: factorize via Riccati transform
I Define for δ > 0 the set

ΣΛ,δ := CΛ \ N (D−1
f (0), δ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

δ-neighborhood

.

Theorem (Chang [2]). Let δ > 0. There exists, for ε > 0
sufficiently small and λ ∈ ΣΛ,δ , a coordinate transform
ψ = Hε(x, λ) [ χω ], which diagonalizes system (EVP) to

χx = ε(A11,ε(x,λ) +A12,ε(x)Uε(x,λ))χ, (3)

ωx = (A22,ε(x,λ)− εUε(x,λ)A12,ε(x))ω, (4)

where Uε(x, λ) is close toF(λ)−1[A21,0](x) in ε.

Corollary. The Evans function factorizes on ΣΛ,δ as

Dε(λ, γ) = Ds,ε(λ, γ)Df,ε(λ, γ),

where

Ds
f ,ε

(λ, γ) := det(

evolution of (3)/(4)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ts
f ,ε

(0,−Lε, λ)−γTs
f ,ε

(0, Lε, λ)).

⇓ ⇓
Step 3: take singular limit of (EVP)
I The analytic operator F(λ) on Cub(R,C2n) given

by

F(λ)[ω] = ωx −A22,0(x,λ)ω,

corresponds to the (fast) singular limit of (EVP).

I There exists Λ > 0 such that F(λ) is Fredholm of
index 0 for

λ ∈ CΛ := {λ ∈ C : Re(λ) > −Λ}.

I Let Df : CΛ→ C be an (analytic) Evans function,
which detects the (finite set of) eigenvalues of the
operator pencilF on CΛ.

Step 5: approximate Df,ε and Ds,ε

I Using [5] we approximate on ΣΛ,δ × S1

Df,ε(λ, γ)hε(λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
exponentially small

= (−γ)nDf(λ) +O(εµf ). (5)

I We approximate on ΣΛ,δ × S1

Ds,ε(λ, γ) =Ds(λ, γ) +O(εµs), (6)

where Ds(·, γ) is analytic on CΛ \ D−1
f (0)

and meromorphic on CΛ. Furthermore,
Ds(λ, γ) is an explicit expression in terms of
F(λ)−1[A21,0](x) and solutions to the equation
D1uyy = (∂uH1(us(y),0) + λ)u.
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Outcome of our spectral analysis
By applying winding number arguments to esti-
mates (5)-(6) the critical spectrum σ(Lε)∩ CΛ is ap-
proximated rigorously (with ε-continuous error).
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Relevance of our method
• Generalizes and formalizes existing results

(e.g. [4, 6]) to a multi-dimensional setting and a
broader class of systems;

• Offers an analytic alternative for the geometric
(‘elephant trunk’) method developed in [1, 3].

Further research
• By translational invariance we have 0 ∈ D−1

f (0).
A detailed analysis of ‘small’ spectrum around 0
is needed to decide upon spectral stability;

• Nonlinear stability;
• Connection to homoclinic limit (Hopf dance);
• Generalization to models with convective terms.


